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A recenl literalure has eslimated Ihe effeel of experts' reviews on Ihe price of 
wine (e_g_ Gergaud, 2000; Hadj Ali el al., 2005; Dubois and Nauges, 2005) in the 
tradition of hedonic plices literature (Rosen, 1974). However, \hese papers have 
been limited to a static analysis of the link belween plice and performance. None of 
Ihese papers have looked at Ihe effect of change in "perfonnance", or, more precisely 
a change of the opinion of a wine expert, on price and have linked this reaction to the 
level of reputation enjoyed by the firmo This is the aim of the papero 
The idea that we want to test is the following: is the sensitivity of price to 
performance going to be differenl according lo the level of reputalion enjoyed by the 
vineyard? To test Ihis idea we 10011. al the dynamics of performance of all wines rated 
by Parker and relate it to the dynamics of plices charged by the vineyards. 
Several theoretical models (e.g. Holmstrom, 1982; Diamond, 1989) suggest 
that performance should have a different impact on expected ability according to how 
mueh "reputation" agents have accumulated. Reputation is usually considered to 
build gradually through leaming, Le_ after observing past performance_ 
To our knowledge, only a few papers have invesligaled this issue in differenl 
contexts: Cabral and Horlacsu (2005) and Jin and Kato (2005) looking at the 
dynamics of reputalion in eBay auctions, and Jin and Leslie (2003, 2005) Iooking al 
reputational effects of the introduction of hygiene cards in Los Angeles' restaurants_ 
